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“Nothing matters but the writing. There has been nothing 
else worthwhile... a stain upon the silence.”  
                                -Samuel Beckett- 
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Family Night  
 
I watched  
as my mother 
made her way around 
the oval  
skating rink  
 
she was 
awkward 
clumsy 
pathetic  
 
I was just 
a child and 
had never seen 
her so 
vulnerable  
 
I began to cry  
 
my mother  
returned 
hugged me 
asked why 
I was crying  
 
I told her  
I did not  
like to watch her 
struggle 
 
you don’t have to 
watch me 
my mother said 
as she skated  
off 
 
 
By: Keith Landrum 
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Violet Eyes  
 
I walk through fields of grass, 

They sway in the light breeze, 

Our walks through fields of grass, 

You used to sway with me. 

 

I miss our memories made, 

The ones of summers past, 

I long for future memories, 

Of walks through the grass. 

 

Two flowers catch my eye, 

Amidst a sea of green, 

Violet eyes watching, 

As I wish you back to me. 

 

 
By: Julie Pham 
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Misconception Passes Forgotten 

 

Some days you hold a bed of roses as only a state of mind 

Promises seem to be forgotten in drifting pieces 

Wondering how absence thinks of ways to make fonder 

A heart that watches time burning bridges 

With faith that never ceases 

 

So often an eager crowd serves a master of lonely places 

You can hear them whispering words of praise 

They are swirling in a powerful roundabout of illusion 

Spent in rooms where the only way out 

Cannot be paraphrased 

 

Some have chosen their scars as seed to plant in rows 

Then wonder why their fields are full of pain 

Aside from sorrow can you imagine what could dwell 

As rows of beautiful flowers in the heart 

Where love remains 

 

We hear I am sorry in a moment that passes forgotten 

On days when a bed of roses does not exist 

Should we choose to serve a master of lonely places 

Or plant seeds of forgiveness in our fields 

From unclenched fists 

 

 

By: Neva Flores 
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Corporate Anthem 
 
Got cnn psychosis 
You're always scared 
Get the check 
Direct deposited 
Pharmaceutically addicted 
To little pills 
Whatever color 
Mainlining oil 
They should give us stock 
In the company 
Piece of that record profit pie 
No peace in the middle east 
Corporations are just like people 
They just get treated better 
& don't need health insurance 
Just to keep themselves alive 
Don't need an undertaker 
& excels in mind control 
 
 
By: Michael Grover 
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Astoria 
 
The other side 
of the bridge 
(The wrong side 
some would say) 
Our first place 
cramped and grimy 
Two flights up 
above the bodega 
Humid and hot 
kebob and curry 
diesel and Marlboro 
(And we thought 
we had made it) 
 
 
By: Brian Westbye 
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Masterplan 

 

Sunshine filters through pink muslin 

Today, I need eccentric… 

 

Make a time machine and float backwards to Jim 

Share a drink and immerse myself with his words 

I shall claim the wild dog that roams and calm his soul 

Watch the constellations guide me home 

 

Win the lottery 

Hit America, Australia and Paris 

All in one day 

 

See the heart of the ocean 

Feel the throb of decay 

The sensation is overwhelming 

I think I shall stay 

 

Where life beats a drum to time of its own 

Away from stress and numbness 

A marriage’s failure 

A baby unborn 

 

I shall reside in happiness 

In a world where I can hear the wisdom of trees 

Touch their bark and know I am infinite 

I hear you 

I embrace you 
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I shall see the gods dance 

Hear a raven talk 

Leave the diary behind…absorb a moment in time 

 

I will walk with shadows on desert plains 

Lay beneath a cactus for shade 

Invoke the powers beneath and above 

Give thanks to the silver thread connecting me to all 

 

Higher 

And I transcend 

 

Sunlight 

A dream 

Madness biting the heels 

Let it go 

Let it go 

Who needs sanity anyway? 

 

 

By: Poppy Silver  
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Biscotti 
 

My hair smells of coffee 
and chocolate but 

I’ve only sipped tea and 
pecked almonds. 

Either way 
there should be cookies. 

 
 

By: Elisabeth Smith Wood 
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We all share the stars 
 
isn’t it amazing to think 
all the richest, poorest, most desperately hopelessly lost trav-
eler 
share heavenly bodies 
those same stars that lead Columbus across the Atlantic 
though he was itching for India 
got him lost to get me found here 
lost in the night writing about the man who introduced my 
mother to my father 5oo years ago 
and didn’t even know how much he saw when he saw that the hori-
zon frowned at its edges 
we all share these stars 
though history has been written and rewritten a thousand times 
over 
those supernovas dance over us 
whether we know how to read them or not 
to some they’re no more than lost light 
to others they find sight 
and still to others they paint patterns called constellations 
upon the heavens 
a puzzle waiting to be solved 
the Sudoku of the skies 
we all share the stars 
like newspapers left on subway seats 
all night long to be read and reread by a dozen set of eyes 
all reading the news differently 
a Jew grinds his teeth for his homeland 
a Palestinian runs his tongue across his teeth for his 
we all share the stars 
but only one guy got to finish the Sudoku. 
 
  
By: Peter Fulton 
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Reality 
 
There you stand 
Upon your soapbox 
Preaching your brand 
Of decency and morality, 
But who is to say 
That what is good and right for you 
Is what is good and right for me? 
Step off that soapbox 
And into the actuality of the world, 
Walk amongst the never ending flow 
Of humanity 
And see what lies beyond the edges 
Of your sanitized community - 
Look into the eyes of hungry desperation 
Without the filter of your ego and privilege, 
Open your ears to the symphony of 
Raucous laughter and delirious tears, 
Smell the perfume of decay and new life, 
Touch the soil of daily toil and 
Taste the banquet of the streets, 
Each dish a delicacy from lands near and far 
Brought to this table to be 
Shared among enemies and brothers 
Come to this table with a humble heart 
And an open soul 
Listen to the tales told 
Of lives filled with work and play, 
Joy and pain 
Love and hate…. and 
Realize that your reality 
Is as subjective 
As mine 
 
 
By:  Rebecca Clark Gober 
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A Blast of Wind 
 

anthracite quilled 
this atramentous 

flight of storm surfers 
hang ten 

clear from grasping 
wooden claws, 

vaunt atop an invisible buttress 
amid 

hurly burlied 
leaf and 
twig and 

beak 
before alighting on 
high cabled staves, 
ebony notes waiting 

to be played 
 
 

By: Paul Sands 
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Benign Lump 
 
We only ever argue on one topic 
is my position should we consider a shrink 
not a marriage counselor, god no, 
because the one topic has metastasized to 
stage 4 not even a gifted tactician will shrink 
 
we are learned not to speak of it, 
the one caustic topic, and we do well these 
years pushing it down, pushing it aside, 
out of sight out of mind and all is well enough; 
benign pretense of benign disease 
 
and what fortitude it takes to straddle a 
wobble fence with sugar cube coax to a gate 
held fast by rusted lock but he bangs at it 
now and then anyways, in hope a plank 
might give way 
 
and what matter him leaning this way and 
that we not speak of it when 
all is well enough; except for the lump 
felt too near my heart. 
 
 
By:  Wanda Morrow Clevenger 
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Love poem for spring written in a Kentucky meadow 

 
 
i have survived yet another worm moon 
 
a final blood sacrifice before the vernal equinox 
 
singing bowl struck before the match 
this ground where war was made must be consecrated 
after fire earth becomes pure 
 
the darkness bringer 
is banished 
 
this day i am 
the world covered in spring 
 
bliss in full bloom 
 
learning the languages of local birds 
 
grapevine blossoms ascend hopeful limbs 
wantonly exposing their pink to star filled eyes 
 
my hair floats with the clouds 
bluebird berets are perched upon my tendrils 
 
skin dewy warm glistening 
my strata shift 
a soul tectonic 
moved just to be alive 
 
creek veins draw downward 
seeking the raw country 
deeper into the aquifer 
where the portuguese speaking catfish 
are fabled gargantuan 
and we drink lightning from mason jars 
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tulips are serving tea for two 
the peach tree is baking vanilla cake 
butterflies churn milk 
lady bugs play croquet 
wildflowers color easter eggs 
snails light mushroom lanterns around the fishing pond 
 
all the while ants conspire to crash the picnic 
but decide they will bring a bottle of wine 
 
the hum of the bees has lulled the green onions under the shade 
tree to sleep 
 
architect spiders gaze through kaleidoscopes 
to better view my upwardly soaring dreams 
planning their webbed skyscraper opus 
careful to save room in this new city of joy 
for my heart 
to hang a hammock 
from home 
 
 
By: AA Young 
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The Ride 
 

when i was a kid i had big dreams 
and big thoughts but small brains and small heart 
you see shallow and superficial advantages 
of being old, and it looks great 
they've almost got you sold 
but now i'm here and well, 
everything just seems more empty 
i'm here looking at people, doing people things, people thoughts 
people dreams, going to school, getting jobs, getting pregnant 
i'm gonna get a diploma to get a job to make money, 
have a family, then die. that's how it is for everyone 
and it ain't a lie, this is truth. 
i'm looking at this massive monster ahead of me 
and i'm seeing things i don't wanna see 
i don't want a family, i don't wanna work 
and if you don't want these things, then, hey! 
you must be some kind of asshole, it's the american dream, 
don't you know? eh. 
life is scary, all these bad, bad parts, broken dreams 
broken hearts. good times swamped by slime. 
is it really all that fantastic? i look around and i decide 
i don't want any part of this. i'm not talking suicide. 
no, life still has value and death is too controlling. 
i mean to disengage, to nullify. 
to drift in the system free. 
i look around. i want out. where does this ride end? 
 
where does this fucking ride end 
 
yeah, life has merit and dreams are grand, but surely 
we can do something more than this 
 

By:  Randall Avilez 
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The Sacrament  
 

When I was five, I sat with my mother  
through the cloying night listening  

for the crunch  
of his tires gnawing through  

gravel. She kept silent,  
thumbing the phone,  

as I chawed  
through piece after piece  
of buttered toast and jam,  

my gluttony of Eucharist. It was sacred,  
our secret,  

watchdogs in the dark. 
 
 

By: Jessica Tyner 
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She is Beautiful 
 
Is the muse tattooed 
 
She is beautiful 
But she struggles 
To find the time to breathe 
Dressed in all the shadows 
Of a distant make-believe 
Listen 
And you can hear 
A mandolin 
Try to hide her scream 
 
In her reflection 
A smudged and torrid 
Harlot 
Pincushion to a world 
Succumbed to a vision 
In alabaster white 
Dance steps 
Across 
The checked floor 
Mirrors 
She wants to hide it all 
Slick guitar licks 
Unbutton and gyrate 
Unfocussed attention 
She keeps bleeding 
In love 
In the dark 
In the speckled light of the mirror ball 
As her skin 
Is tattoo’d in a dapple light 
Of hearts 
 
All the one dollar bills 
Serenade 
And drink in the ambiance 
Of a stained carpet 
And liquid loves 
Resonate 
For a twenty minute fantasy 
Riding on her dreams 
While they walk out the door 
Invisible 
To the beauty 
That lies within 
And smudges 
Her lipstick on their collars 
Blended with her perfume 
As her spirit bleeds 
 
She is beautiful 

 

By:  Adrian AIDZ Giannini  
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70 
 

It’s not so bad 
It’s not an A 

100 is a lie anyway 
Who knows 100 percent of anything? 

95 would be a super-genius 
80 would be impressive, too 
70 is actually not that bad 

We just call it a C 
Knowing 70 percent of anything 
Makes you sound pretty smart. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Braided 
 

Over-stuffed guy with a flower shirt 
Some un-placeable accent 
       Probably invented 

His neck mole has a strand 
Braided for your appreciation. 

 
 

By: JD DeHart 
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Flight 4220, day after Christmas 
 
The reasons why they paint airport terminals white is because 
they don’t want you to think about anything 
 
They don’t want you to sit twitching, chewing the fingers off 
your coffee cups 
 
If your coffee cups had fingers they would just drink them-
selves 
 
Your thoughts don’t make fucking sense 
 
The stumps of old dreams lie like rotten pulp on the tips of 
your tongue before you can utter the words that were never so 
fit for landing in your mouth 
 
Praying the plane takes off soon before you can punch your gut 
for too long in the terminal 
 
Before you can count the hours in traffic in the city with it’s 
rude drivers the day after Christmas 
 
Rushing all around like the pace dictates us 
 
Like we don’t know how to walk ourselves 
 
Before you can pray 
 
You pray the plane takes off soon 
 
It does not. 
 
You are left counting down seconds like it’s Christmas lights to 
New Year 
 
Like all your regrets are  stalled dreams and just fast moving 
cars stuck in overpriced parkway traffic that you cannot  
afford 
 
That tease you like animals dead on the roads that bleed you 
dry in the town where you used to live 
 
The kill that always haunts you 
 
Because they never looked before they ran   
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Like when moments become tears and small glowing  atoms filling 
in spaces on the plane that God put his rain bucket into because 
angels sob too heavy 
 
And from the sky everything looks so pretty 
 
Everything looks so small when you are up there 
 
You never want to hit the ground again 
 
You never want to think about him 
 
His eyes smile more peculiar than his lips curled around the com-
fort he gives you on the Wal-Mart branded sofa 
 
You never want to think about forgetting 
 
Your grandmother doesn’t understand 
 
No one does. 
 
The reasons why they paint airport terminals white is because 
leaving is never meant to remind you of anything 
 
It just reminds you to keep up the pace 
 
Leaving is never meant to remind you of all the muscles in your 
body strung together like organs without function 
 
Without the tin man’s heart 
 
Yours is beating primarily to pump blood loosely to veins that are 
indifferent to feeling in the first place 
 
You have always been indifferent to feeling in the first place 
 
And maybe the seconds are the reasons or the barbed wire birds 
hanging in steel inscriptions on the ribs of planes in the sky 
 
Caged in all the fairy tailed miracles and the beasts in the snow 
globes 
 
And the faith that you always wanted so much to believe in. 
 

By: Alexandria Savastano 
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It was within the pink air of dawn, that he found himself 

 
In the empty silence on the wooden pier, as his mind flowed  

like ripples on the translucent surface of watercolors that 
surrounded him. 

 

The silence was so thin, that he could almost hear the flowers 
bloom, and purple aromas fill the air.  

He sat and watched, as the nocturnal light dissolved away... 
into the vibrant blues of day. 

 

It's light merging the trees, and all their branches  

into an outline, a silhouette... 

blackened like a dying fire. 

 
But, it was this beauty that kept him alive 

And, as he looked into the eyes of the new day 

He became scared as it stared back at him. 

It wasn't a fear present in the hearts of most men. 

No; for the romanticism and simplicity of nature had changed 
him. 

He was scared that the beauty he now felt within, 

would fade like the dawn, and he would be left with a bitter 
taste of ash, from the fire of his burnt dreams. 

And each day, this would remind him of the whimsical nature 
of life. 

 

Yet always, he became content as he listened to the songs of 
the morning birds,  

as they began to fill the silent air...  

 

By: Jack Stephenson 
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Carp Die: The Greased Pig of Inspirational Posters 
 
hope at day- 
break  
to cast nets over 
quicksilver moths that press and  
disappear against home- 
made walls of  
empties, Lake Erie  
perch and faded photos of plaid and nosebleeds 
 
it is the event 
of light that pokes through  
glowing-glued walls  
that sets a moth  
molten white  
 
giving 
a chance 
to hold what flits  
between dark gaps 
 
 

By: Tim McKay 
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take-it-to-the-street-poetry wishes to thank all 
of the contributors and supporters. Your belief 
in our mission of   
 
             “people getting words to people that           
don’t get words”  
 
is what makes this possible. As long as there is 
an artistic hole in the universe, we will find 
ways to fill it with words and art. 
 
 
 
For more information, please visit us at: 
http://takeittothestreetpoetry.com/  
 
 
For information on some of our contributors, 
please visit: 
http://takeittothestreetpoetry.com/contributor-
contact-info/  
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